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LIGHT, VIEW AND
SUN SCREEN —
TAILOR-MADE FOR
ANY CONSERVATORY
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Conservatory blinds

WE NEED SPACE FOR OUR DREAMS

A CONSERVATORY
IS BOTH RETREAT
AND OPEN SPACE.
A PLACE TO RELAX
AND RECHARGE
YOUR BATTERIES.

/
HELLA turns conservatories into living spaces
for the whole year.

An attractive, flexibly controllable
shading doses the incoming light
individually and comfortably.
This regulates the indoor climate
and creates an extended living
space with high quality.
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HELLA innovation

MAKE A WISH
EXTERIOR
CONSERVATORY BLINDS
W

Conservatory blind tenda as slanted unit
or as slanted vertical unit

Outdoor and venetian blinds from
HELLA control and dose the
daylight. Additionally, they function
as a ‘climate zone’. The flexibly
controllable sun and weather
protection device becomes a
decisive criterion for comfort in all
living and working spaces.

OUTDOOR
BLINDS
AND VENETIAN
BLINDS

INTERIOR
BLINDS
W
W
W
W
W

Underglass awning Vidrio
Interior venetian blinds
Roller blinds
Pleated blinds in all shapes and colours
Vertical blinds (including slanted designs)

EXTERIOR
BLINDS
W
W
W

Outdoor blinds
Exterior venetian blinds
Facade blinds

INTERIOR
BLINDS

Interior blinds from HELLA are
highly functional design elements
for living and working spaces,
including conservatories. Interior
venetian blinds, vertical blinds,
textile roller blinds and pleated
blinds provide privacy and regulate
the incoming light. They are available in all imaginable colours and
numerous special designs.

HELLA PROVIDES
PROTECTION AND SHADE IN
NUMEROUS VARIANTS.

We are a full-service supplier for sun and weather protection systems
of highest quality. We deliver a wide variety of premium products that
are both perfectly fitting together and combinable. We will be happy
to advise you.
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For designers the textile
sun protection from HELLA is a
design element with charm and
functionality. It provides high
climate and light comfort in perfect
workmanship with lots of design
options. Due to the innovative ZIP
system from HELLA, the HELLA
facade blind is very stable and quiet.

FACADE
BLINDS
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tenda

DESIGN

TENDA

W
W
W
W

box profile

tenda

bracket

OPTIONS

Made to measure
Motor
HELLA world of colours
200 fabrics

W
W
W
W
W

Radio-controlled
Wind controller
Wind-sun controller
Rain sensor
Triangular shape

guide rail and part of the tensioning system

closed tenda
tenda

tenda

tenda D

Acrylic

Soltis, Twilight

Soltis

Single unit

4500

4500

4500

Linked unit

9000

9000

9000

Minimum width [mm]

1420

1420

1050

Maximum sloping projection [mm]

4500

3400

4000

Single unit

18

15

9

Linked unit

36

30

18

Maximum construction dimensions
Maximum width [mm]

PERFECT
PROTECTION

tenda — the tailor-made light, view and sun protection for the conservatory you have always dreamt of. Available in more than 200 designs and 2
standard frame colours, including all RAL colours, unleash your creativity.
Your conservatory blind is comfortably driven by an electric motor. The
intelligent comfort controls take on all further functions — even when you
are not at home.

tenda D (triangular unit)
8

Maximum surface [m2]
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tendatenda
plus

TENDA PLUS
PROTECTION XXL

tenda plus – tenda's big sister.
Perfect for sun protection in winter gardens, glassed-in roofs and
pergola-type structures. Most suitable for surfaces up to 30 m2.
The guide rails and the tensioning system with springs are integrated
in the roller tube. They ensure a long lifespan of the conservatory
blind. The continuous tensioning of the springs avoids rattles and
resonance transmission in the conservatory.

DESIGN
W
W
W
W

OPTIONS

Made to measure
Motor
HELLA world of colours
200 fabrics

Radio-controlled
Wind controller
Wind-sun controller
Rain sensor
Arc shaped unit

W
W
W
W
W

tenda plus B (slanted vertical unit)

box profile

Maximum construction dimensions

bracket

guide rail and part of the tensioning system

tenda Plus

tenda Plus

tenda Plus B

tenda Plus B

Acrylic

Soltis, Twilight

Acrylic

Twilight

6000

5000

Maximum width [mm]

tenda plus (slanted unit)
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tenda plus in
the closed stage

Single unit

6000

5000

Linked unit

12000

10000

Minimum width [mm]

1420

1420

1420

1420

Maximum sloping projection [mm]

6500

3400

6500

3400

30

17

30

17

Maximum surface [m2]
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Vidrio

VIDRIO

PROTECTIVE SUB ROOF
Vidrio is especially suitable to shade terrace roofings. Sun protection and
anti-glare blind for a best well-being – directly mounted below the roof.
A shapely rounded down awning box and finely wrought guide rails offer
a harmonious impression.

DESIGN
W
W
W
W
W

The underglass awning Vidrio with sophisticated crosshead
and perfect tensioning system.

Maximum construction dimensions
Maximum width [mm]

OPTIONS

Made to measure
Crank handle
Motor
HELLA world of colours
200 fabrics

W
W
W
W

Radio-controlled
Wind controller
Wind-sun controller
Rain sensor

Acrylic

Soltis

5500

4500

1430

1430

Minimum width [mm]

Vidrio retracted
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The guide and deflection rollers are made of fibre-glass reinforced
plastic which ensures an especially quiet operation. The perfect
tensioning system ensures an optimized rolling up of the cover,
due to two independently working torsion spring mechanisms.

Motor
Crank handle

770

770

Maximum sloping projection [mm]

4500

4000

Maximum surface [m2]

24.75

18
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CLIMATE
PROTECTION
/
A conservatory blind regulates the indoor climate.

Don’t throw your money down the drain!
Protect the environment and feel comfortable.

SUSTAINABLE
As expansion of the indoor space, conservatories function like
an own "climate zone". The correct and flexible blind can help
towards an energy-efficient heat and cold regulation even in
adjacent living spaces. In this way the conservatory functions
like a "climate buffer" and saves energy costs.
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Saving energy

DESIRED
INDOOR
CLIMATE

SUMMER

Depending on the design, HELLA conservatory
blinds can reduce the effects of high outside
temperatures by up to approx. 85 %. You don‘t
need an air-condition anymore to maintain a
comfortable cool temperature.

WINTER

When closed, HELLA conservatory blinds create
a standing air cushion in front of the glass and
thus prevent the circulation of air. The energy
consumption for heating can be lowered by up
to 20 %, depending on the product!

SAVING ENERGY
LESS COOLING ENERGY
DURING THE SUMMER
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LESS HEATING ENERGY
DURING THE WINTER

The heat can unhamperedly
enter into the living space. The
temperature inside the room is
unpleasantly high.

With cold temperatures
windows and glass facades
function like a thermal bridge:
The warm air escapes and it
becomes unpleasantly cold in
the living area.

Due to the air circulation
between the sun protection
and the window, the heat
transfer via convection is
largely eliminated.

When the sun protection
is closed, an air cushion is
created in front of the glass,
which prevents the circulation of air. As a result, the
warm air stays inside the living area and keeps the cold
air outside.

HELLA CONSERVATORY BLINDS
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Fabrics

PRETTY, DURABLE
AND MULTICOLOURED
LIKE LIFE ITSELF

WORLD OF COLOURS

Our acrylic fabrics are lightfast, weather
resistant, tearproof and air permeable.
Due to the impregnation, the covers are not only
dirt repelling and resistant to rotting, but also
attain the necessary stiffness.

STANDARD
FABRICS

Rainbow

Block

Sun

Orange

Ruby

Earth

Meadow

Sky

Schist

Design 1001

Design 2267

Design 3055

Design 4072

Design 5064

Design 6032

Design 7082

Design 8109

Design 9053

Design 1003

Design 2422

Design 3085

Design 4183

Design 5118

Design 6154

Design 7062

Design 8234

Design 9079

Design 1091

Design 2449

Design 3180

Design 4678

Design 5211

Design 6208

Design 7252

Design 8235

Design 9179

Design 1097

Design 2556

Design 3528

Design 4692

Design 5627

Design 6228

Design 7365

Design 9243

Design 1106

Design 2222

Design 3773

Design 4778

Design 5559

Design 6849

Design 7620

Design 9379
For all designs, please refer to the
HELLA fabric collection.

SPECIAL FABRICS
ALLWETTER

LUMERA

SOLTIS

FIREMASTER

These units provide protection against both
the direct sun and light shower. Particularly
suitable for large awning units, as shelter for
outdoor dining areas and for market stalls.
Highest colour brilliance, colour fastness and
water pressure resistance, oil and dirt repelling.
Very easy to clean.

Colours of extraordinary brilliance due to a
specially developed fibre. The very smooth and
thick surface creates a self-cleaning effect that
leads to an exceptionally long-lasting vibrancy.

SOLTIS textiles are available from transparent
to completely impervious to light; in a vast
variety of colours.

Water, dirt and oil repelling fabric,
specially coated.
Low inflammability acc. to DIN 4102 B1.

Design 0150

Design 0769

Design LM201

Design LM665

Soltis 86 2012

Soltis 92 2175

Design F010

Design F022

Design 0153

Design 0939

Design LM207

Design LM704

Soltis 86 8255

Soltis 96 8056

Design F011

Design F024

Design 0121
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Design 0120

Design LM639

Design LM658

Soltis 92 2161

Design F021

Design F026

You will find detailed information
about the fabric collection from HELLA
at your HELLA specialist partner.
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Technique/control

CONTROL

EASY AND USEFUL
TECHNICAL DETAILS
min. 85

48
145

50

48

TENDA

tenda

max. sloping projection 4500

50

Comfort features
Via electric motors HELLA blinds are operated at the push of a button.
Optionally, they can be provided with sensors for wind, sun and rain, which
respond fully automated to all weather conditions. This is “Smart Living”
for highest living and working comfort.

92

50x48

92x50

tenda D

50x48

92x50

48

tenda

145

Double guide rails [mm]

min. 85

188

Single guide rails [mm]

max. sloping projection 4000

tenda D

65

67

TENDA PLUS

max. sloping projection 6500

tenda plus

55x65

92x67

tenda plus B

55x65

not possible

180

Double guide rails [mm]

65

230

Single guide rails [mm]

min. 85

92

55

tenda plus

max. sloping projection 6500

0-

20

HELLA provides the intelligent light regulation with ONYX®.
The control is completely intuitive. Best of all, nothing must be
configurated, all literally works out of the box.

0

24

tenda plus B

144

Single guide rails [mm]

20

148

30

50x30

6

10

max. slo
mapin
x. gAu
pro
sfajec
ll 45
tio00
n 4500

50 28

50

VIDRIO

10
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HELLA hält

/
HELLA is always an original - innovative and made-to-last.

HELLA has created new standards through
ground-breaking technologies. Our products
have the quality of the original. They are
sophisticated and sustainable and produced
in modern, environmentally friendly plants.

DURABILITY WITH
RELIABILITY
/
The long-established company HELLA

From the first venetian blind that was manufactured in East Tyrol in
1959 to high-tech controls for the intelligent house of the future, we
are driven by only one desire: To develop something really good.

YOUR HELLA BENEFITS
W Focus on customer proximity due to many specialist shops and
selected retail partners
W Hight-quality expert advice from qualified sales assistants
W Professional and on-time installation
W Customer oriented service by trained technicians
W Comprehensive guarantees
W Finest product quality due to development and production
on our own premises
W Made in Austria, Made in Germany
W Ecologically oriented quality with maximisation of energy savings
As a company that grew up in the mountains, we have always been
required to be innovative.
Today, HELLA is an internationally significant initiator for the development of sustainable systems for sun protection and climate control.
Whether for a single family home or a large project – we are always close
to our customers. As we offer the entire manufacturing process, the quality
control and, if desired, even the delivery and installation. Overlooking the
complete process we can guarantee with reliability: HELLA hält.
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/
HELLA
Conservatory blinds

www.hella.info
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